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he people in our industry are
a strange bunch. We get up at the
crack of dawn, work all day in the heat
and humidity, work weekends, watch
the turfgrass struggle day in and day out
through the St. Louis Summers, watch
as big rain events wash out bunkers
(yet again) and sometimes cause
flooding, etc., etc, etc. Yet even after
all of this, along with lots of complaining
and self-pity, we recoup in the Fall and
Winter and come back for more year
after year.
(continued on page six)
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

2018-19 MVGCSA Officers
President

Robert Schaff
The Falls Golf Club
(636) 240-8200
Vice President

Kris Rickman
Crystal Springs Quarry Golf Club
(314) 344-4448
Secretary/Treasurer

Rob Kick
Algonquin Golf Club
(314) 962-3794

Summer 2019

H

ello MVGCSA members. Well, another Summer in the
books and I can honestly say I have never cleaned up
bunkers this many times since I’ve been in St. Louis. I never
bitch about rain because we never get enough in the summer
but this year it is different. I’m betting we will be close to
breaking rainfall records by the end of the year. I feel sorry
for some of you guys that had to deal with all the flooding
and the constant work that needs to be done when that
happens. Keep your head up because that’s all we can do
when Mother Nature throws you curve balls.

Past President

Mike Null
Norwood Hills Country Club
(314) 522-3552
Director of Operations

Chuck Gast
MVGCSA
(314) 591-1613
Directors

Dave Pini
Old Hickory Golf Club
(314) 620-5684

Justen Patterson
(314) 791-7950

Chris Finnerty
Bogey Log Cabin Club
(314) 993-3522

John Briggs
Fox Run Golf Club
(636) 938-3416

Matt Czarnecki

Get your clubs out because there
will be plenty of upcoming golf
outings over the next several
months. Make sure you keep
checking out the website and
e-mails and get signed up early
so nobody gets left out.
> Roger Null Outing at Bogey/Log Cabin
> 2019 MVGCSA Championship at
Bogey Hills
> Dave Shields Memorial Golf Tournament
at Green Hills
> Missouri Cup at the Lake

Keep up with the events and continue to
enjoy the events that MVGCSAA puts out.

The Board is staying busy with several issues
involving the GCSAA, including BMP’s.
Our August Board Meeting was attended by
GCSAA CEO Rhett Evans. We discussed
several issues we were concerned with over
the last couple of years and in my opinion it
was very productive. Continued involvement
and communication with them can only
benefit the MVGCSA.  
Jim Buford and Tim Roethler are working
on a book that covers the last 75 years of the
MVGCSA. They are trying to get as much
information as they can on anything that
happened over that time. If you have pictures
of your golf course, employees, projects or
anything they can use it would be greatly
appreciated. Go through your files and see
what you can come up with.

St. Peters Golf Course
(636) 477-6600 (Ext. 1767)
Assistant Liaison

Mike Smith
Fox Run Golf Club
(636) 938-3416

Ron Exler
Turfwerks
(314) 569-1534

Thanks to all the people that continue
to keep our organization up and
running. You are all appreciated.

Doug Harskamp
ATS
(314) 993-6700

Enjoy the Fall and hope to talk to you sooner than later. Your President, Robert Schaff
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he weather was clearly a source of frustration this year. Let
me clarify, the weather was a larger source of frustration
than usual this year. The rain has been relentless, intense
and in particular has made the arduous task of managing bunkers
more difficult. Our Superintendent writers here in the Summer/Fall
issue of the Gateway Green mention these money pits in each of
their articles. Furthermore, in an article titled “Bunker Washouts:
Destroying Morale One Employee at a Time” the USGA’s Addison
Barden pretty much sums it up:

Director of Advertising
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ext. 220
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“The greatest challenge that has faced golf
course superintendents over the past several
years has been the difficulty of recruiting and
retaining staff. All courses – regardless of
budget – are impacted by this labor shortage,
but those hit worst are struggling to simply
keep up with mowing the entire golf course
each week. Unfortunately, Mother Nature isn’t
cutting them any breaks this summer.
Common pop-up thunderstorms throughout
the Southeast are making it more difficult to
complete daily maintenance with an undersized staff. These storms pack heavy winds and
significant rain amounts in a short time span
– washing out bunker sand, spreading debris
throughout the golf course, knocking down
trees, breaking irrigation pipe with lightning
strikes, saturating soils and much more.
Out of all these challenges, repairing bunker
washouts may be the most hated task among
golf course superintendents and crew members. Repairing washouts is slow, back-breaking work and the staff could easily be out the
next day repairing the very same bunker
if another pop-up storm strikes. Simply put,
frequent heavy rain events each summer can

be a morale killer for a fully staffed maintenance crew and the straw that broke the
camel’s back for undersized crew.” Perfectly
stated Addison, bunkers need to go the way
of the dinosaur.
Anywho…Did you get a chance to attend the
Field Day up at Mizzou? I know the answer
to that question, not many of you did. It was
well done, extremely well done. Full of relative information, some of which the Valley
requested specific research about…Billbugs,
dicamba and 2-4,D sensitivity, new fungicides,
etc. Dr. Miller, Dr. Xiong, Dan Earlywine, Matt
Fleetwood, Katie Laplante, Clayton Rushford
and any other Mizzou staff involved with the
2019 Mizzou Turfgrass & Landscape Field Day
should be commended for their efforts. The
farm looked amazing and the research being
done there is what we asked for and is what we
are helping pay for. I’m gonna say it and you
can send me a passive aggressive email later,
we have to do a better job attending Field
Day as an Association. Dr. Miller deserves
it, Dr. Xiong deserves it and Dan Earlywine
deserves it. We can do better.
(continued on page twenty)

“Out of all these challenges, repairing bunker washouts may be the most hated task
among golf course superintendents and crew members. . . . Simply put, frequent heavy
rain events each summer can be a morale killer for a fully staffed maintenance crew and
the straw that broke the camel’s back for undersized crew.”

Your source for Service and Solutions.

❍ Locally owned and operated
❍ Fork Truck Service available with delivery truck
❍ Proud members of the MVGCSA
❍ Products and tools for the Professional Turf Manager
Contact your GreensPro rep:
Rich Carlson – 314-568-7148
Mark Slaughter – 417-844-0990
Brad Schenck – 314-608-6113
Tyler Fishel – 417-844-1122
Paul Hurst – 618-920-6406
Joel Malke – 314-220-5773
www.greenspro.com
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Another reason may be the relationships that we form over the
years with the many other Supers, Assistants, Staff Members
and Vendors that work in our area, day in and day out, to give
our golfing community the best conditions possible.

he question is Why? I am sure everyone has their reasons.
It’s for the love of the game, the challenges of producing
good conditions for the golfers, the serene beauty of a golf
course in the early morning and early evening, the camaraderie with the staff and so on. Another reason may be the
relationships that we form over the years with the many other
Supers, Assistants, staff members and Vendors that work in
our area, day in and day out, to give our golfing community
the best conditions possible. We have a pretty tight knit group
in the St. Louis area. We all try to help each other out when
possible with advice, sharing solutions to our many challenges,
sharing equipment, or simply lending an ear when someone
needs to vent.
This season brought some extraordinary challenges for
some members of our golf course “Community”. The maintenance building at St Peters Golf Club experienced a major fire
which destroyed the building along with most of the equipment. Several of our local vendors and superintendents stepped
up to lend equipment so the maintenance staff could keep the
operation going. Crystal Springs, as many of you may know,
was under water for extended periods of time and suffered
severe damage to some of the turf. Again, several superintendents and vendors went to the course to help organize a plan
for restoring the turf. Some even furnished equipment and
donated their time to help seed. These are just two examples of
how our “Community” sticks together to help each other. This
kind of support happens all the time.
It’s not just big issues like floods and fires that bring out

the best in our group. It’s also the smaller problems that come
up every day. I got the idea for this article during three very
early mornings I spent at Aberdeen mowing greens for the
Metropolitan Amateur Championship. I am not patting myself
on the back for volunteering. I actually enjoyed the reprieve
of mowing greens on someone else’s golf course. I bring this
up for another reason. On the second morning I returned to
my course to find an irrigation leak. The temps that day were
supposed to be in the 90’s and we needed to get the irrigation
back up and running as quickly as possible. Upon finding out
we did not have the part needed to make the repair, I called my
neighbor at the club across the street. Not only did he have the
part we needed, but he drove it over personally. We were back
in business, ready to battle through another hot afternoon of
keeping the greens happy.
The golfers out there may ask “what does all this have
to do with us?” The fact is that when we help each other it
resonates on to the facilities that you play. Let’s say I’m having
trouble with my greens and my neighbor across the street had
similar issues. If he found a solution that solved the problem
and he shares it with me its win – win. I improve my greens
and the golfer has better putting surfaces. When we help each
other out, we are helping the Game. Whether we are at a
private club or a public course, whether 9, 18 or 36 holes, big
budget or a small budget, we all have our ups and downs and at
times question our reasons for staying in this profession. What
is important to remember is that we are all in this together.
Maybe that’s why we keep doing it. n

We have a pretty tight knit group in the St. Louis area. We all try to help each other out when possible with advice,
sharing solutions to our many challenges, sharing equipment, or simply lending an ear when someone needs to vent.
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THE GRIND

Horses
Submitted By – Chris Rapp, Bellerive Country Club

KEEP ‘EM CLEAN,
KEEP ‘EM SHARP,
AND KEEP ‘EM SLICK!

HOWDY FROM THE SHOP!
If I remember correctly, the last time I wrote a piece for this fine publication, I prognosticated that we would all be praying for rain by now. Bad call for sure. None of you will probably be asking who I like in the NASCAR race on Sunday either.
I will probably get that wrong too. It’s certainly been a challenge just to get the golf course mowed this year. The sloughs
don’t even have a chance to start stinking because they keep getting fresh water in them. As I said last time, don’t let the
weather get you down. We’ll just have to continue to play the hand we’re dealt.

I

’m in the process of helping an elder
family member ease toward the sunset of
their life here on this earth. Things seldom
go as planned. I’m sure very many of you
have experienced or will experience this
in your life as well. Old bones are fragile,
fracture easily and take extra time to heal.
Over the past few weeks, I have spent a fair
amount of time at the hospital and later
on at a skilled nursing facility. It should be
noted that both of these medical facilities
are filled with some of the most caring and
compassionate people I have ever met.
I admire the passion they have for helping
people. I’m pretty passionate about what
I do but my “patients” don’t have a heartbeat and poop regularly. It’s inspiring to
see these folks do the things they do day
in and day out. What a challenge it must
be to care for these older folks not even
knowing their own geriatric future. On
more than one occasion, I’ve heard them

referred to as “angels”. The skilled nursing
facility has several large social areas. This
is by design I’m certain. The folks that are
able, gather in these areas and have more
or less formed support groups. These folks
experience good days and bad days….just
like the rest of us. The ones having a good
day encourage the ones having a bad day…
just like the rest of us. It reminds me of
the story of the two horses. Maybe you’re
familiar with it or maybe not. (Just google
“two horses’ story”) I won’t tell the whole
story but it’s about a blind horse and
a sighted horse. They share a pasture
and stable. The sighted horse has a bell
on its halter and leads the blind horse
through life. n

Some days we’re the blind
horse and some days we’re
the horse with the bell.

The residents at the nursing facility are
like the horses. And aren’t we all as well.
Some days we’re the blind horse and
some days we’re the horse with the bell.

25 YEARS OF SERVICE
MVGCSA MEMBER SINCE 1980

www.mprsupply.com
800-369-7257
EXTENSIVE
(314) 426-4838
FAX (314) 426-1382

INVENTORY

FREE
D E LIVE RY

• Irrigation
• Drainage & Water Management
• Water Features, Fountains, Diffused Air
• Outdoor Lighting LED
• Artificial Turf
• Pumps – PSN Certified Pump Service
• Thor Guard Lightning Prediction
• Hardscape
• Landscape Fabrics
• Bull Outdoor Kitchen Components
• Holiday Lighting & Greenery
• Award winning technical support
• Certified golf irrigation design
• Affordable golf irrigation solutions
• Replacement gear drive internals for
Toro and Rain Bird Golf Rotors
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Green Cup – 2019
It was a steamy Green Cup with over 100 players, 7 title sponsors and over 30 tee sponsorships. Pitmasters from Bayer,
Wes Kleffner and Jimmy Johnson, provided lunch while Nadine Harskamp and Danielle Czarnecki distributed much in
demand cold beverages. The golf course was in great shape, kudos to Mike Carron and his staff for having things dialed
in for a 10 am shotgun start. Big thanks as well to the Pro Shop Staff and Food and Beverage staff for working this event.
The winning score of 11 under was posted by Rob Scherer, Mark Moriarty and Mike Hartman. The MVGCSA Board,
Dave Pini and Chuck Gast did a great job making sure this was another successful fundraiser.

Mark Moriarty
and Mike Hartman

(continued on page twenty)
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Message from Your Director of Operations
Submitted By – Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA

Fall must be here as football has returned to the flat screen! Love this time of year!

W

ith summer winding down, what’s
also returning is the ramped up fall
schedule of events for the MVGCSA. Our
major events of the year include the Green
Cup September 16 at Meadowbrook CC,
our MV Championship in October at Bogey
Hills, the Missouri Cup also in October, the
Annual Banquet at Forest Park in November
and the ever popular Shop Tour, this year
at Norwood Hills, in December/January.
Click on these events on the website calendar
for more details and mark your calendars
now as you won’t want to miss any of these
great events!
As the Green Cup will have come and gone
by the time you receive this issue, I just
want to give a big pre-emptive shout out to
the gang at Meadowbrook CC for graciously
opening their doors for this year’s major
Green Cup event. Hats off to Mike Carron,
Superintendent, and his staff for all their
prep work. The rapid sign-up of players
is a real indicator as to the level of
excitement generated by the opportunity
to play such a prestigious golf course!
Thanks Guys!

Grace Kane
Mizzou

Anne Morgan
University of Illinois

NEW MVGCSA
MEMBERS
2019
Cody Freeman (AF) –
Prime Source
Tim McQuade (C) –
Legends CC
Ben Franklin (AF) –
Van Diest Supply
Matt Bruns (AF) –
Toro
Justen Patterson (AF) –
Sure Cur Solutions
Tom Feller (A) –
Cedar Rapids CC
Adam Way (C) –
Fox Run GC
Eric Hungate (AF) –
Salsco, Inc
Ted Ballman (C) –
The Falls GC
Harley Nolan (C) –
The Falls GC

In regards to our membership for 2019, as
of September 1st, we stand at 236 members
strong. This includes 55 Class A, 26 Class B,
54 Class C, 4 Apprentice, 61 Affiliates,
8 Educational, 13 Honorary, 2 Inactive,
4 Retired and 9 Equipment Technicians.
My records indicate this total as an all-time
high in membership numbers. With the
saying “there is strength in numbers”, there’s
no doubt we are getting stronger every day.
Speaking of strong, the list of MVGCSA
scholarship winners for this year was
powerful. While we didn’t have any Turf
Scholarship applicants for 2019, we did have
a stellar list of Legacy Scholarship recipients
for this calendar school year. Awarded
$1,000 each in the Legacy Scholarship
category where:
Grace Kane, Mizzou
Anne Morgan, University of Illinois
Sam Kane, Kansas State University
Emma Roethler, Mizzou
Adam Kane, University of Alabama
Rachel Eschbacher, Lindenwood University.
Congratulations to all these worthy
scholarship recipients!

(continued on page twenty-two)

Sam Kane
Kansas State University

Emma Roethler
Mizzou

Adam Kane
University of Alabama

Rachel Eschbacher
Lindenwood University
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Random Ramblings in the Valley
Submitted By Don Humphrey, Lake St. Louis Golf Club

THANKS FOR RE ADING

G

reetings fellow Turfheads, and just like that, the Summer of 2019 is over. That’s right; the finish line has been
crossed. The good, bad and ugly of our transition zone Summer is behind us and it is time for shorter days and cooler
nights; as our esteemed Gateway Green editor is fond of saying,
“It’s all a matter of perspective.” From my unscientific perspective the Summer of 2019 was certainly wet, and for the most
part, relatively mild. But like every Summer in golf course
maintenance, it is never easy. The main issues that I saw in the
Mississippi Valley were flooding, black layer, root rot and the
ever-present anthracnose. Irrigation systems were almost not
needed, as it seemed to rain almost every other day.
The rain events were just that, EVENTS; 3 to 5-inch
downpours or more were common for this Spring and Summer. From my small scale of perception, I have to say that the
last couple of years weather-wise have seemed a bit odd. But I
will leave the details of weather statistics to the professionals
like Dr. Lee Miller. His observations are much more specific
and compiled in a much more proficient manner. To prove my
point, I once again want to prompt everyone that is in the turf
business in this area to read Dr. Miller’s blog; It is a must read
for what’s happening in the region with weather, turf disease
updates and advice.

This looks like a good spot to tell you about one of the highlights of this Summer for me. On July 30th I drove up to
Columbia, Mo. for the Mizzou Turf and Landscape Field Day at
the South Farm Research Center. I know that it was July and
I know for most of the guys in St. Louis and Southern Illinois
that it is a 2 to 2.5-hour drive; BUT it was an outstanding day
with a cornucopia of presentations. If you have never been
to the MU Field Day, I would tell you to make every effort to
attend the next one, you will thank me later. The presentations were varied from Billbug control to Nematodes, Pythium,
Wetting Agents and much more. For some of the older guys
in this business we have surely seen some rough times for the
MU Turf program. Thanks to Dr. Xiong and Dr. Miller, those
days are long past. This program has hit it’s stride and their
research is working in conjunction with Superintendents and
our turf issues. The MU Turf Field Day is now a Biennial event,
so the next one will be sometime in 2021. MIZ---ZOU!
It is events like the MU Field Day that can inspire and
energize guys during a long Summer of turf stress and mental
fatigue. Let’s face it, growing turf in the transition zone can be
stressful. I tell people all the time that this job is a “high wire
act, without a net.” There is no net out here, and that is where
our local chapter can help. I call other Superintendents all
the time and ask them how they are doing; and what they
are dealing with or what products they are putting
out. It is always good to bounce ideas off
It’s all
other guys because they can offer a different
a matter of
perspective. And with that I have come
perspective.
around full circle with the wisdom of Paul
Hurst, “it is all a matter of perspective”. n

It is events like the MU Field Day that can inspire and
energize guys during a long Summer of turf stress
and mental fatigue. Let’s face it, growing turf in the
transition zone can be stressful. I tell people all the time
that this job is a “high wire act, without a net.”

Lee Miller and Dan Earlywine
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Kick’s Korner
Submitted By – Rob Kick, Algonquin Golf Club

I DON’T EVEN KNOW WHERE TO BEGIN.
I find myself saying things I thought I would never even think. Like… please don’t rain for a while. Or…I could use some
really hot weather. How about…what’s the rate for dollar spot? For a year that actually seemed to be less problematic
overall for turf, it sure came at a price.

I don’t even know where to begin.
I find myself saying things
I thought I would never even think.
Like… please don’t rain for a while.
Or…I could use some really hot weather.
How about…what’s the rate for dollar
spot? For a year that actually seemed
to be less problematic overall for turf,
it sure came at a price.
My staff was ready to mutiny
when asked to push bunkers
for the 41st time this year. We pushed
bunkers at least once a week and sometimes twice since the inception of the
golf season. My proposal to replace
bunkers on the property with grass was
shot down unanimously. At this point
I’m not even sure they should be referred
to as bunkers, as they are more closely
related to clay lined holes in the
ground dusted with sand for texture.
Playability…gone. Aesthetics…gone.
Sand budget…gone. I would like to find
the Scottish sheep who first dug a hole
in the dunes of Scotland to bed down for
the night and build that little fella a fire.

Let me preface this by saying
I’m aware of past comments I’ve
made regarding the overabundance of
information and absolute redundant
studies on dollar spot reduction. But for
the love of all that is holy can someone
please get rid of my dollar spot! Also, it
would help if there was a sprayer that
hovered, so I could actually use some of
the knowledge out there (in mass) following a normal weekly 4 or 5 inches of
rain. Thank you…that is all I have to say
about that.
Moving on. There were some
REAL disasters out there this
year. Matt Czarnecki and Khris Rickman come to mind, not that you guys
are disasters but rather you experienced
disasters (although Rickman could be
debated on that point). Whether it was
fire or flood the outpouring of help from
the association was nothing less than
spectacular. Kudos to all who gave time,
money, equipment etc… to aid their fellow Super-Nintendo’s in their time
of need!

This has been a roller coaster
of a year no doubt, especially
where the weather has been concerned.
Spring was late. Summer was late. Rain
still hasn’t stopped. It’s always a crap
shoot here though isn’t it? I don’t know
what’s in store next and apparently the
forecasters don’t either. George Carlin
said it best, “The forecast for tonight.
Dark”. Believe it! I really hope we set
a record for annual rainfall, matter of
fact I’m rooting for it. My staff has almost
perfected the not so subtle art of bunker
restoration, if they can only get a couple
more tries.
Hope you all enjoy the autumn
season, I know October is one
of the best months in St. Louis for many
reasons. Hopefully the Cardinals get
through September and into the playoffs.
The Blues should no doubt start strong,
coming off the best season ever!!

The days will get shorter quickly now
and the air cooler… as always, thanks
for the free therapy! n
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Miller’s Musings
Submitted By – Dr. Lee Miller, University of Missouri

NTEP Warm Season Putting Green Trial

Field Day Recap

Some say growing warm season grasses on putting greens
in St Louis can’t be done, but when is the last time anyone
tried? On August 30, we established a trial to give 19 new
cultivars of bermudagrass, zoysiagrass, and even seashore
paspalum a shot at making it through the torrid seasons
of the Mississippi Valley. The study is funded and
supported through the National Turfgrass Evaluation
Program (NTEP), and involves nine bermudagrass, six
zoysia, and four seashore paspalum varieties. Commercial
varieties of bermuda include ‘Tifdwarf’, ‘Tifeagle’,
‘Mini-Verde’, and ‘Tahoma 31’, with ‘Diamond’ representing the zoysia standard, and ‘SeaStar’ representing the
seashore paspalum standard.
To answer the question, yes we absolutely will be
pulling covers, particularly earlier in the fall this year to
allow the 90 plugs per 5 x 10 sq ft plot to knit properly.
Further maintenance guidelines will be on a as needed
basis, and we don’t anticipate dropping the mowing height
to greens standards at any point in 2019.
The icing on the cake of this research is that it is happening in your very own backyard. With the gracious help
of Carlos Arraya, Nick White and Bellerive staff, this NTEP
putting green was built during their renovation. Sam
Morrow of Sanders Golf aided with expert shaping and
base construction while Matt Lennon and crew filled in the
drainage, pea gravel base and recycled the previous greens
mix to create the needed soil profile. The day of plugging
(5,170 total if counting), Nick White loaned us the capable
hands of Zac Metts, Austin Allen, and Chris Richmond,
otherwise we might still be there. Our program is extremely thankful for the partnership and shared curiosity with
Bellerive, and who knows, perhaps we’ll provide evidence
that the ultra-dwarf warm season grasses can go a little
farther north than thought possible.

The 2019 University of Missouri Field Day occurred on a beautiful
late July day with temperatures in the lower 80s. Approximately
150 attendees enjoyed a packed day of research presentations
covering the gambit of the golf course and landscape operations.
Below is a fairly inclusive run down.

> Research was presented by Dr. Xiong’s group on new
herbicides and methods for billbug control.
> Dr. Michele Warmund presented on the dangers of
dicamba and 2-4 D drift on sensitive plants. Dr. Manjula
Nathan shared results and tips for soil and plant testing.
> Dr. Dave Trinklein shared the new news on flowering
ornamentals in Missouri horticulture.
> Collin Wamsley from the MDA talked about new
invasive insect threats to trees.
> Pete Millier from MU grounds and Dr. Hank Stelzer
from MU Forestry discussed the restoration project
for the oaks of the Francis Quad.
> Dr. Chad Follis from Mineral Area College and Brian
Winka from Advanced Turf shared their insights on new
technologies for turfgrass management.
> Tim Moloney, MU Instructor of Landscape Design, talked
about the impact of the shrinking landscape around
structures.
> Dr. Deborah Finke and crew shared their onsite
research regarding the ingredients for good pollinator
habitat, and the insect species you can expect from
the species you plant.
> Last but not least, three afternoon workshops were held
focusing on ornamental evaluation at Jefferson Farms
(led by Dave Trinklein), the management of the Mizzou
sports fields (led by Josh McPherson, CFM), and tall fescue
fertility and disease management for lawns and roughs
(led mostly by Daniel Earlywine and a little by me).
(continued on page twenty-two)
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Editor’s Notes

More from the MVGCSA Green Cup

(continued from page four)

(continued from page ten)

Speaking of attending meetings, I usually attend a few
MVGCSA Board meetings each year to update the Board
on the comings and goings of this Pulitzer winning Association
Newsletter. They usually ask me if I am going to resign as
editor, I say no and then they invite me to the Christmas Board
Meeting. I chose to attend the August Board meeting because
GCSAA CEO Rhett Evans was in attendance. I credit our Board
for professionally addressing several sensitive issues with Rhett
and I credit Rhett for dealing with those issues professionally.
It was an adult conversation that should stimulate change
here locally and nationally.
Anywho…thank you to all that contributed to this issue.
Welcome Chris Finnerty, excellent work in his inaugural article
about lending a helping hand. This article was featured in the
August issue of The Metropolitan (the Metropolitan Amateur
Golf Association eNewsletter). I read it and deemed of it worthy
of the pages of the Double G, well done Chris and well said.
Chris Rapp is back again with his consistently sage wisdom
on just about anything he pens. Always enjoy your approach
Chris and thank you for your updates from the shop.
Bro hug to one of the happiest guys I know, Don Humphrey,
for stepping up again this quarter rambling about the
summer and the Mizzou Field Day. From my perspective,
Don Humphrey is as good as they come. Hi five to Dr. Miller
for summarizing the NTEP Warm Season Putting Green
Trial going on and his review of Field Day…I am a broken
record, Dr. Miller is a gamer. Last but not least and after a
well-deserved sabbatical from the Spring Issue, Kick’s Korner
has returned. Rested, not really…relaxed, not really…focused,
kind off….chippy, testy and a little frustrated, absolutely. The
struggle is real. Finally, thank you to Mike Carron for his work
with our advertisers. Thank you to Larry Torno for putting this
all to paper. Thank you to all of our advertisers that
make this publication happen three times a year and NOT
as an e-newsletter.

The Gateway Green,
boosting golf course
employee morale one
average issue at a time.
Thanks for reading,
Paul Hurst, Editor

Green Cup Tee Sponsors
GreensPro

ATS

MV Welcome Signs

Lebanon

Erb Turf and Equipment

Helena

Nu-Farm

Andersons

Redexim

Midwest Turf

M&M Golf Cars

EZ GO Cushman

Schaefer-Meyer

Keeven Bros Sod

Gateway Turf

Classic Images

Tricure

TurfHound

Griggs

Knox Fertilizer

Brookside Agra

Standard Golf

Precision Labs

HD Equipment

MAGA

Midlife Acoustic Duo

Nature Safe

MPR

Quali-Pro

Hotsy

BASF
(continued on page twenty-one)
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Miller’s Musings
(continued from page eighteen)

(continued from page twelve)

With another challenging mid-west summer checked off the
books, now is the time to start to unwind just a bit. Review
the past few months, jot down a few notes for next year and
schedule some time to regroup with turf allies during these
favorable fall months. Remember, there IS strength in numbers and knowledge IS power. Come out this fall and enjoy the
camaraderie , war stories and good times with your peers in the
trenches. There is no better place than the MVGCSA! n

More from the MVGCSA Green Cup
(continued from page twenty)

Danielle Czarneki
and Nadine
Harskamp

Oh yeah, and at some point, my
group talked about dead turfgrass and how to keep it from
acquiring that unfortunate
condition. A big thank you
to all of our many industry
vendors and sponsors for your
support. Also thank you to
Tim Burch, Cory Gettemeier,
Don Humphrey, Paul Hurst,
Dan Lloyd, Joe Wachter and various other
MVGCSA members for making the trip and participating in the
event. If you’d like a taste of the presented research, the entire
70-page field day booklet is posted online at http://turf.missouri.edu/research/field_day.htm. The next MU field day will be
held in 2021.

Also mark your calendars for a more near future event
in the Missouri Green Industry Conference held on
December 4th. The schedule is still getting the minor details
worked out, but several great speakers (other than myself)
are lined up and more are being scheduled every day. Visit
http://mogic.org for the latest information and schedule. n

924 Waggoner Ave.
Jerseyville, Illinois 62052

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Monday and Tuesday, October 7th and 8th
Missouri Cup Challenge
Osage National Golf Club
www.mvgcsa.com
Monday, October 21st
MVGCSA Championship
Bogey Hills Country Club
Host – Chad Fetter
www.mvgcsa.com
Tuesday, November 12th
MVGCSA Annual Meeting
Probstein Golf Center
Host – Chad Carpenter
www.mvgcsa.com
Monday, December 2nd
Shop Tour
Norwood Hills Country Club
Host – Mike Null
www.mvgcsa.com

